Lesson Four
The School Bus
Comprehension
A. Read the following sentences and choose the correct answer :

1. Tom said : " All my friends ride to school on the bus , but they never had a snowplow for a school bus
. " These sentences means ………………. .
a) they had a ride on the snowplow
b) Tom rode a bus to school but they didn't
c) all his friends went to school by school bus
d) they drove the bus and Tom drove a snowplow
2. Tom waited for the school bus a long time but it didn't come . So he went to school on the snowplow
. These sentences tell us ……………………… .
a) Tom didn't go to school
b) the snowplow took Tom to school
c) the school bus came very late
d) Tom waited for the snowplow to go to school
3. The school bus can't come if ………………… .
a) the snow is too deep
b) the snow plow clean the road
c) he don't want to go to school
d) he can't see the road
4. The snowplow was pushing all the snow to the …………. .
a) outside
b) inside
c) yard

d) sides of the road
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B. Cloze test :
Fill in the blanks with the words given :
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heard – sides – put on – pushing – warm – coming – long – outside

Tom . . (5) . . boots and a . . (6) . . coat. Then he went . . ( 7) . . to wait for the bus. He waited for a
. . (8) . . time. But the school bus did not come. Then he . . (9) . . a loud noise. Something was . . (10) .
. down the road. It was a snowplow. It was . . (11) . . all the snow to the . . (12) . . of the road.

II. Vocabulary
Complete the sentences with your own words :

# '

13. It's white . It usually comes down from the sky in winter . It's ……………. .
14. When there's heavy snow in winter , it clears the roads . It's a(n) ………….. .
15. It's a part of a building with walls around it. It's a ………….. .
16. …………… is the third season of a year .
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B. Fill in the blanks with the words given :
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loud – front – comfortable – deep – pushed – noise – hear

17. Our teacher has a loud voice. All of us can ……….. him .
18. The car stopped in the street and didn't move, so we ............ it .
19. I know an armchair is more ……………. than a chair .
20. There was a loud ……….. in the car accident.
21. That music is too ………. . Please turn it down.
22. Children were playing in the …………… yard.
, ! " ! - .'

C. Find the meaning of underlined words :
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very – near – light – also
23. Our high school is besides the public park . " Besides " means …………… .
24. The lessons are too difficult . " Too" means ……………. .
25. He can move the box easily because it's not heavy . " Not heavy " means ………… .

learn more about synonyms and antonyms :
worse # better
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the worst # the best

the worst = most bad
only = just
too = also = very
maybe = perhaps

borrow # lend
front # back

D. Choose the correct answer :
26. Mary was in such a ……… sleep that she didn't hear her mother's call.
a) heavy
b) loud
c) noisy

d) deep

27. A box has a top, bottom and four ………… .
a) sets
b) shares

c) sides

d) shades

28. The coldest season of a year is ………….. .
a) autumn
b) winter

c) spring

d) summer

29. You shouldn't let the children swim in this ……….. part of the river .
a) deep
b) soft
c} hard

d) dark

30. The …………. was pushing all the snow to the sides of the road .
a) engine
b) waiter
c) servant

d) snowplow

III. Grammar :
comparison with ……. est
comparison with more and most
irregular adjectives : good , bad . many/much

A. Complete the sentences with the correct form of words :
*, ' #
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31. She is ……………. student in our school . ( good )
32. My handwriting is ……………. in our classroom . ( beautiful )
33. This chair seems ………… than the other one . ( comfortable )
34. His problem is not as difficult as my problem. My problem is.......... his problem. (difficult)
35. Jane has ……….. oranges than her sister . ( many )

B. Choose the correct answer :
36. Mr. Ahmadi's garden is ....... garden in this village.
a) beautiful
b) the most beautiful
c) as beautiful as

d) more beautiful

37. Tehran is ………… city in Iran .
a) as big as
b) the biggest

c) bigger than

d) big

38. His handwriting is ………………. of all .
a) as bad as
b) the worst

c) worse than

d) bad
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39. Why didn't you buy that house last month . Now it's ……………. before .
a) expensive
b) the most expensive
c) more expensive than

d) very expensive

40. "What is . . . . interesting lesson at school? " "English is."
a) more
b) most
c) many

d) the most

C. Look at the picture and answer the question :

5# 64 , 2 34

* 1

41. Which boy is the tallest?

D. Put the words in the right order :
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42. is / player / who / the most / Iran / football / in / important / ?
43. story / the most / interesting / our book / this / in / story / is / .
43. speak / My brother / as well as / English / his / can / English teacher / .
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IV . Language Function
Choose the correct answer :
44. A: Could I see the newspaper?
a) Oh, yes of course.
c) Yes, of course, help yourself.

B: ……………….
b) Oh, never mind.
d) Oh, I see.

45. A: Can I watch the news on television? B: …………………
a) Yes, of course, here you are.
b) Sorry, I'm using it right now.
c) Sorry, I need it right now.
d) Sure.
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V. Pronunciation :
46. Choose the word that has / i: / sound.
a) bread
b) leave

c) ship

d) live

47. Choose the word that has / I / sound.
a) still
b) please

c) these

d) ride

VI. Reading Comprehension
5# 64 , : 34 ;
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Read the passage and answer the questions :
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Jane is a nurse . She works in a hospital near her house five days a week . Every day she leaves home at
seven and gets to work at a quarter past seven . She goes there on time . She's very kind . She really
knows that nursing is a hard job , but she likes it so much . She's always ready to help sick people . She
makes their beds , cleans their rooms and brings their food .She always finishes her job on time and
comes her home .
48. How many days does she work ?
49. Does she like her job ?
50. What time does she get to the hospital ?
51. She works in an office near her house .
52. She doesn't do anything at a hospital .

true ( ) false (
true ( ) false (

)
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